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College Admission Essay for the Electrical Technology Program, Michigan State
University
The reason to why I decided to apply for this Electrical Technology program is due to my
interest and passion for electronics. Personally, I interact with electric devices on a daily basis
since I have a long line of family members pursuing careers in the same field. For instance, my
brother runs an electronic shop just a few meters from home and my elder sister is an associate in
some solar power firm within the region.
I have heard several experiences with electronics, and for that reason, I believe I am fully
prepared to excel in this particular program and the general field of electricity as well. As a parttime job, I have always accompanied my elder sister in her affiliate Solar Energy and Power
Distribution Firm and helped in installing, troubleshooting and repairing power circuits. Since I
am yet to advance my skills and knowledge in the field, I am not in a position to create some
electronic gadgets which is my dream. Sometimes when I am at home, I help my brother in
managing his electronic shop, where I sometimes sell and other times do repairs, mostly phone
and computer repairs.
If I successfully manage to enroll for this particular program, then I am confident that my
future concerning electronics will be captivating. Michigan State University reputation on
technical courses has been overwhelming, and I suppose this is the place for me. Maybe with
these new skills added to my knowledge on the same, I will partner with a computer science
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expert and develop a more sophisticated Artificial Intelligence machine, robot, than the existing
ones. Despite my gender, I believe we are all, both boys and girls, entitled to pursue careers our
field of interests.
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